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Virtuosity is a very silly movie that needs far more love.
~

In my humble opinion, cyberpunk is a
significantly underexploited source of camp. Not
so much the books, which have experimental
elements that still makes them worth reading,
but rather the bric-a-brac that grew up around
it; the movies, the video games, and the like.
Looking at stuff that was appearing back in the
early-mid 1990s, it's actually rather amazing
how fast the whole genre has descended into
TVTropes calls zeerust. Just two decades ago,
you could still say with a straight face that
virtual reality was the key to the future, and the
Internet was the path to human transcendence.
Nowandays, VR is pretty much dead and buried,
and the Internet is now nothing more than a
vast repository of incognizant racism and Garry's
Mod videos. 
 
So in other words, I like to watch bad cyberpunk
movies from the '90s and make fun of them.
And my absolute favorite is a effort from 1995
called Virtuosity, a title I cannot spell to save my
life. It was directed by Brett Leonard, returning
to the thematic stomping grounds of his 1992
picture The Lawnmower Man. If you haven't
seen The Lawnmower Man (and there really isn't much of a reason why you should), all
you need to know is that it's the touching story of a mentally handicapped man who,
thanks to the judicious use of VR and experimental combat drugs developed by the
Pentagon, becomes a productive member of society and, in time, a telekinesis-wielding
madman who seeks to remake the world in his own image. You know, the standard
Flowers for Algernon-meets-System Shock plot.

  
Virtuosity's plot, however, is far more prosaic. Sometime in the not-too-distant future,
a random hi-tech company based in Los Angeles has got into the business of
developing a VR environment in which to train inductees into the LAPD. (This,
incidentally, is one of the major anachronisms of the movie. These days, everyone
knows that all VR training does is produce thick-headed pretty-boy soldiers with blond
hair and a severe inability to understand reality). To give the recruits something to test
their mettle, they are given SID 6.7 (Russell Crowe), an AI construct created by
essentially putting the personalities of two hundred serial killers in a box and letting
them fight it out. Well, no sooner than you can say "Hitler's brain in a great white
shark," Sid starts whacking the convict test subjects the training program's been using
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(oh, and in the future, it will be okay to test potentially fatal VR systems on prisoners if
you get their consent). Faced with SID's deletion, his programmer, Darrell Lindenmeyer
(Stephen Spinelli doing his best Hannibal Lecter voice) decides to hook Sid up with one
of those silicon-based nanotech-powered simubodies the boys in R&D have been
working on and set him loose on LA for no real reason other than creepy man-love.
Naturally, it falls to convict and former cop Parker Barnes (Denzel Washington), the guy
who managed to not get killed by Sid in the VR world, to take him down. From here on,
there's isn't much else to say. Barnes teams up with criminal psychologist Madison
Carter (Kelly Lynch) while having painful flashbacks about the events that led up to his
incarceration as they follow Sid around on his campaign of mayhem across the city.

  
Objectively speaking, there isn't all that much to recommend this movie. The basic
plot, when stripped of its SF elements, is bog-standard, and most of the SF devices
aren't exploited to the point where they can drive the film. The story itself is poorly
constructed, with the film just drifting along from set piece to set piece before ending
twice. Both Washington and Lynch put in solid performances, but overall they're
nothing to write home about. The action setpieces are boilerplate, and the CGI is easily
surpassed by grade-school class projects.

  
So, why am I writing about this movie if it possesses so little of merit? What about this
movie that has compelled me to write about it? Why, the fact that it is a ridiculous
movie, of course.

  
A large part of the silliness can be directly attributed to Russell Crowe. I'm not what
instruction he received from Brett Leonard, but Crowe basically plays Sid as the robot
Joker. He never descends completely into slapstick, but he infuses his role with the
manic glee of a child in a toy store. Given that one of his personality influences was a
media-whore domestic terrorist, this naturally results in Sid wandering into increasingly
public locations to commit mayhem. He also has a way with a line; I mean, how can
you not find "Just because I carry the joy of killing your wife and daughter inside me
doesn't mean we can't be friends" totally awesome? Given Sid's ability to regenerate
his damaged body by absorbing glass and his general immunity to pain, there are
many opportunities for nuttiness, whether by chowing down on broken bits of
windshield like Halloween candy, or by reacting to an irate security guard's amputation-
by-shotgun of his right hand by punching said guard in the face with his stump. Sid's
offscreen resource-gathering operation is also a wonder to behold; at the climax of the
film, he hijacks a live TV broadcast, not only managing to whip up an elaborate bomb
system of laser trip lines and pressure plates for a hostage he's taken, but also a set of
title graphics for his phone-in execution show and a custom velcro name patch for a
jumpsuit he stole.

  
However, the most insane sequence has to go to Parker Barnes. In a helpful flashback
in the middle of the picture, it's revealed that the case that got him sent away
concerned the aforementioned media-whore domestic terrorist. While going commando
on his warehouse fortress of evil, Barnes discovers that said terrorist has kidnapped his
family and locked them in a room with a bomb on a timer. Unfortunately, he doesn't
notice that the bomb is also connected to a laser trip line, and ends up killing his family
and getting his left arm blown off. Somewhat miffed by the recent turn of events,
Barnes staggers through the warehouse, stump still dripping, and proceeds to gun
down every terrorist he can find like he's playing freakin' Wolfenstein 3D.
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Yes, this actually happens. Denzel Washington is that much of a badass.
  

(Oh, and the thing that got him sent to prison? At the end of his glorious mission of
vengeance, he accidentally shoots a reporter and cameraman who jump out at him
after he explicitly warned them at the beginning of his rampage to stay down. All I can
say is, if I was running this movie's universe, he would've got a medal, or been elected
president. One of the two.)

  
So, that's Virtuosity. It makes no sense, is corny as hell, has no ideas, and is packed to
the brim with nonsense. It makes for a fun night.

  
Oh, and as a parting gift, here's Sid rocking a purple suit. This, by the way, is the
actual audio from the movie.
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